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Summary

In this work, a direct solution to the few-body Integrodifferential equation using the

Lagrange-mesh method is presented. With the Lagrange-mesh method, the few-body

Integrodifferential equation is converted into a matrix eigenvalue problem for numerical

treatment. The accuracy and stability of the solution is tested by calculating ground-

state binding energies for few-boson systems interacting via the Ali-Bodmer, Volkov and

Malfliet-Tjon (MTV) nuclear potentials for A-body systems (where A = 4, 5, 6, 7). A

rapid convergence of the results is achieved and calculated ground-state energies are in

good agreement with those available in the literature, where different approaches were

used. The method is promising and could be extended to larger number of particles such

as those involved in the Bose-Einstein condensates.

Keywords: Few-body systems, Hyperspherical harmonics, Faddeev approach, Integrod-

ifferential equation approach, Adiabatic approximation, Perturbation method, Lagrange-

mesh method, Lagrange basis functions, Matrix elements, Eigenvalue problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum mechanical systems in atomic and nuclear physics are described using the many-

body Schrödinger equation. Properties of these systems, such as binding energies, en-

ergy levels, root-mean-square radii and charge distribution are theoretically investigated

through the solution of the Schrödinger equation [1, 2]. However, it is a formidable task

to solve the many-body Schrödinger equation directly and exactly due to huge number of

degrees of freedom which lead to many numerical complexities. Therefore, for a numerical

treatment, one has to resort to simplifying approaches [3].

Generally, in literature, many-body systems are treated using two families of approaches.

The first family of approaches uses correlation functions together with variational ap-

proaches to solve the many-body Schrödinger equation [3]. The second family of ap-

proach is based on assuming that the total potential of the system can be written as

a sum of pairwise forces, leading the wave function of the system to be written as a

sum of pairwise amplitudes that satisfy Faddeev-type equation [4]. The examples of the

first family of approaches, are approximations such as Variational Monte Carlo (VMC)

method [5], Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) and Green Function Monte Carlo (GFMC) [6],

Hyperspherical harmonics expansion method (HHEM) [7] amongst other methods. On

the other hand, the examples of the second family, are the Faddeev formalism [4] and the

Integrodifferential equation approach (IDEA) [6].
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Introduction

The Hypherspherical harmonics expansion method introduced by Zernike and Brinkman

in 1935 [8] and also used recently by Viviani et al [9] to treat many-body Schrödinger

equation, expands the many-body Schrödinger wave function in Hyperspherical coordi-

nates in terms of an infinite number of partial waves [10]. The expansion reduces the

Schrödinger equation to a set of infinite coupled second-order differential equations [3].

The complexity of the Hyperspherical harmonics expansion formalism increases rapidly

and the calculation becomes prohibitively expensive, both in memory and computer time

requirements for systems with large number of particles. The number of coupled equations

to be solved increases rapidly with the number of particles in the system [3]. Another dis-

advantage of this approach is the slow converge of the solution when a strong short range

potential is used. An alternative method as powerful as the Hyperspherical harmonics

expansion method is the Faddeev formalism.

The Faddeev formalism introduced in the early 1960’s solves the many-body Schrödinger

equation through the introduction of two-body amplitudes for pairs of interacting par-

ticles [3, 4]. The equations were introduced the same time the Hyperspherical potential

harmonics was popular to resolve scattering problems [3, 4]. The formalism has been

considerably used over the last few decades to study three-body exactly. Being exact,

Faddeev formalism provides accurate solutions for up to only four-body system, through

the Faddeev Yakubovsky formalism [11]. For systems beyond A = 4, the formalism re-

quires approximations and assumptions because the equations become complex to solve.

Therefore going beyond four-body systems, one has to resort to other methods such as

the Integrodifferential equation approach, valid for any number of particles.
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Introduction

The Integrodifferential equation approach is primarily based on the expansion of many-

body Schrödinger equation wave function into the Faddeev-type two-body amplitudes

[10]. Subsequently the expanded Faddeev-type equations are projected on a specific two-

body space to obtain, a two-variable Integrodifferential equation describing the system.

The three-body Integrodifferential equation produces exactly the same results as the Fad-

deev equation for three body systems, this is because the three-body Integrodifferential

equation is exactly identical to Faddeev equation and its structure is invariant as the

number of particles A becomes large [1]. The Integrodifferential equation approach has

been successfully applied in few-body calculations, in unequal mass particle systems [12],

in realistic fermionic systems [3], as well as in model calculations for 16-body system.

In all these applications, the energies calculated are in excellent agreement with other

methods reported in literature [3].

Although mathematically sound, the numerical solution of the few-body Integrodifferen-

tial equation is cumbersome because of the kernel function involving the sum over partial

waves. The few-body Integrodifferential equation has been solved by Perturbation method

for A ≤14 with the Baker, Volkov and MTV models which are nucleon-nucleon potentials

of varying softness with Baker as the softest core and the MTV the hardest core [1, 2]. The

equation has also been solved by the Adiabatic approximation for three and four nucleon

ground-state systems [1, 13]. The Perturbation method solves the equations iteratively,

the unperturbed differential equation is solved directly. The Adiabatic approximation

technique decouples the few-body Integrodifferential equation into the radial and the an-

gular part. The single-variable equations are then solved separately. Unfortunately, the

solution of the Integrodifferential equation using Adiabatic and Perturbation methods is

computationally expensive [1, 2]. Consequently, for systems such as Bose-Einstein con-

densates which includes more than 100 particles, one has to resort to a direct solution to

the few-body Integrodifferential equation as suggested by Adams and Sofianos [3].
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Introduction

One of the most promising method of solving the Integrodifferential equation approach di-

rectly simpler and faster, is the Lagrange-mesh method (LMM) [14]. This method expands

the Faddeev two-body amplitudes on the Lagrange basis functions. The method, has been

successfully used in solving the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation in literature [14].

The Lagrange-mesh method is both accurate and efficient and allows us to choose large

basis functions to achieve accurate results which is not the case with other variational

methods. Also unlike with other variational approximation methods, the Lagrange-mesh

method uses orthonormal Lagrange functions which vanish at all mesh points, but one.

To this end, the Lagrange-mesh method gives simple analytical expressions for the matrix

elements of the Hamiltonian of the system. The method generates the most accurate wave

functions and energies with Gauss quadrature as in the original variational method with

an exact computation of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian with ease. In all cases,

the calculations are much easier and faster than in many traditional methods in literature

[14, 15].

The main objective of this work is to solve directly the Integrodifferential equation, using

the Lagrange-mesh method. To this end, the Faddeev-type two-body amplitudes are first

expanded on the Lagrange-mesh basis functions. The substitution of this expansion into

the few-body Integrodifferential equation results in an eigenvalue problem, which is solved

numerically. The accuracy of the solution is tested by calculating the ground-state ener-

gies for A-body (A = 4, 5, 6, 7) nuclear systems interacting, via two-body interactions such

as the alpha-alpha Ali-Bodmer and nucleon-nucleon Volkov as well as the Malfliet-Tjon

(MTV) potentials. The results will be compared with those available in the literature.
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The dissertation is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we briefly discuss the few-body

Integrodifferential equation approach. Starting from the expansion of the many-body wave

function into Faddeev-type two-body amplitudes, we discuss the mathematical derivation

leading to the few-body Integrodifferential equation. In Chapter 3, the principles of

Lagrange-mesh method are presented, where different Lagrange basis functions employed

in this work are discussed. The results are presented and discussed in Chapter 4, with

concluding remarks in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Few-body Integrodifferential

equation approach

2.1 Background

In this chapter, we discuss the mathematical derivation of the few-body Integrodifferential

equation. The few-body Integrodifferential equation, valid for any number of particles is

derived using a chain of Jacobi coordinates for unequal mass particles. These coordinates

are used to introduce hyperspherical coordinates and also eliminate the center of mass

motion. The set of Jacobi coordinates is [12, 16]:

ζN =

[
2Am1m2

M(m1 +m2)

]1/2
(r2 − r1)

ζN−1 =

[
2A(m1 +m2)m3

M(m1 +m2 +m3)

]1/2(
r3 −

m1r1 +m2r2
m1 +m2

)
...

ζN−i+1 =

[
2A(

∑i
j=1mj)mi+1

M
∑i+1

j+1mj

](
ri+1 −

∑i
j=1miri∑i
j=1mi

)
...

ζ1 =

[
2A(M −mA)mA

M2

](
rA −

∑A
j=1mjrj

M −mA

)



, (2.1)

where mi is the mass of particle i and

M =
A∑
j=1

mj (2.2)
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Few-body Integrodifferential equation approach

is the total mass of the system. The center of mass in Jacobi coordinates is represented

by [12]

R =
1

M

A∑
j=1

mjrj, (2.3)

where A is the number of particles and N = A− 1. The hyperradius r which is invariant

when there is an exchange of particles, is given by [12, 16, 19]

r =

[
2

A

∑
i=1

ζ2j

]1/2
(2.4)

for particles with equal mass, and written as [12]

r =

[
2A

M

∑
i≤j≤A

mimjr
2
ij

]1/2
(2.5)

for particles with unequal mass. The kinetic energy operator T̂ , which also does not

change when the particles are interchanged, is written as [12]

T̂ = −~2A
M

N∑
j=1

∇2
ζj
− ~2

2M
∇2
R, (2.6)

where

T̂internal =
~2A
M

N∑
j=1

∇2
ζj

(2.7)

and

T̂cm =
~2

2M
∇2
R (2.8)

is the center of mass kinetic energy operator. The angular coordinates over the hyper-

sphere are described by spherical coordinates (θi, ϕi) of each vector ζ and hypersperical

coordinates φi. Therefore, the Jacobi coordinates are related to the hypersperical coordi-
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Few-body Integrodifferential equation approach

nates as follows [12, 19]

ζN = r cosφN ,

...

ζN−1 = r sinφN cosφN−1,

...

ζi = r sinφN . . . sinφi+1 cosφi,

ζ1 = r sinφN . . . sinφ2 (φ1 = 0)



. (2.9)

The angular components of these coordinates represent a set of 3N − 1 coordinates de-

scribing the position of a point on the unit hypersphere r = 1. We now define the surface

element dΩ in the (D − 3)-dimensional using equation 2.9 as [19]

dΩ = dω1

N∏
j=2

(sin θ)3j−4 cos2 θjdθj, (2.10)

where D = 3N , Ω is the hyperangles of particles considered, ω ≡ ωN and θ = θN . The

surface element dΩ can also be defined as

dΩ = (sin θ)D−4 cos2 θdθdωdΩN−1. (2.11)

Using the surface element dΩ in (D−3)-dimensional space together with the hyperradius

r, we define the volume element in the same space as [19]

dD = rD−1drdΩ. (2.12)

If z = cos 2θ (where 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2), therefore [19]

cos θ =
√

(1 + z)/2 (2.13)

and

sin θ =
√

(1− z)/2. (2.14)

In order to have the few-body Integrodifferential equation operating over a valid fixed

range, we make use of equation (2.9) to set the relative position vector for particle i and

8



Few-body Integrodifferential equation approach

j [3, 12, 16, 19]

rij = rz = r cosφijN = r
√

(1 + z)/2 (2.15)

or

rij = rz = r sinφijN = r
√

(1− z)/2. (2.16)

Using equations (2.13) and (2.14), we get

dθ =
dz

2(1− z)1/2(1 + z)1/2
. (2.17)

Substituting equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.17) in (2.10), then the surface element dΩ is

written as [19]

dΩ =
1

2α+β+1
W (z)dzdωdΩN−1, (2.18)

where ΩN−1 = (ωi, θi, i = 1, ..., N − 1). The weight function is given by

W (z) = (1− z)α(1 + z)β, (2.19)

where parameters α and β are given by α = (D − 5)/2 and β = 1/2. To introduce the

potential multipoles VK(r), where K represents the number of coupled equations to be

solved, we first define the potential harmonics as [7, 19, 20]

PLm,m
2K+Lm

(Ωij) = Y m
Lm

(ωij)
(N)PLm,m

2K+Lm
(θ)Y[0](D − 3), (2.20)

where PLm,m
2K+Lm

(Ωij) is the potential harmonics of order (2K +Lm), Y m
Lm

(ωij) is the hyper-

spherical harmonics and Y[0](D− 3) is the spherical harmonics of zero degree in (D− 3)-

dimensional space given by [7, 19, 21]

Y[0](D − 3) =

[
Γ(D − 3)/2

2π(D−3)/2

]1/2
, (2.21)

where Γ is the gamma function. In a many-body systems, particles move in an average

central potential generated by all the particles [18]. To determine the hypercentral po-

tential in S-state, we expand two-body potential V ρ(rij) in a complete set of potential

harmonics as [7, 22, 23]

V ρ(rij) =
∞∑
K=0

V ρ
K(r)P0,0

2K(Ωij), (2.22)

9



Few-body Integrodifferential equation approach

where P0,0
2K(Ωij) is the S-state potential harmonics derived from equation (2.20) and the

superscript ρ represents a specific type of interacting pair of particles. The expansion

coefficients V ρ
K(r) in equation (2.22) are called potential multipoles and are given by

[7, 12, 17, 19]

V ρ
K(r) = Y[0](D − 3)

∫ π/2

0

NP0,0

2K(θ)V (r cos θ)(sin θ)D−4(sin θ)2dθ

=
1

hα,βK

∫ +1

−1
V (rij)P

α,β
K (z)W (z)dz.

 , (2.23)

where hα,βK is the normalization of equation (2.23) given by

hα,βK =

∫ +1

−1

(
Pα,β
K (z)

)2
W (z) dz. (2.24)

2.2 Few-body Integrodifferential equation

The center of mass Schrödinger equation for many-body systems is defined as [12, 16, 17][
−~2A
M

N∑
j=1

∇2
ζj

+
A∑
ij

V (rij)

]
Ψ(x) = EΨ(x), (2.25)

where A is the number of particles, position vector ri ( where i = 1, ..., A.), V (rij) is the

two-body potential operator for particles i and j, rij = ri − rj , x ≡ r1, r2, ..., rA and E

is the total energy of the system. In Faddeev formalism the many-body wave function is

decomposed to construct the solution for Schrödinger equation for A-body systems in a

form [12]

Ψ(x) =
A∑
ij

ψij(x), (2.26)

where ψij(x) are the Faddeev two-body amplitudes. The Faddeev two-body amplitudes

depend on the degrees of freedom involved for all the particles in the system, satisfying

1

2
A(A− 1) coupled equations in the form(

T̂ +
A∑
i<j

V (rij)− E
)∑

i<j

ψij(x) = 0. (2.27)

10
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For a system with identical particles, the amplitudes ψij(x) can be written as follows

[12, 17]

ψij(x) = HLm(x)F (rij , r), (2.28)

where HLm(x) are harmonic polynomials of degree Lm and Lm standing for the quantum

numbers which define the state of the system. Given that the center of mass in equation

(2.6) is invariant under any exchange of particles, then the first term in the same equation

is also invariant. The invariant behaviour of the kinetic energy operator for unequal

particles in equation (2.6) enables us to generalize equation (2.28) so that we can derive

the few-body Integrodifferential equation for unequal mass particles. Equation (2.28) is

generalized as [12]

ψρij(x) = Hρ
Lm

(x)F ρ(ζijN , r), (2.29)

where ζijN is the vector ζN of particles pair (ij). If quantum numbers Lm = 0, then [17]

Hρ
Lm

(x) = H0(x) = constant. (2.30)

Substituting equations (2.6) and (2.29) into equation (2.27) yields [6, 12, 17]

(T − E)F ρ(ζijN , r) = −V ρ(rij)
∑
i<j

F (ζijN , r). (2.31)

The function F (ζijN , r) can be determined by premultiplying equation (2.31) by H[Lm](x)

and then integrate over all variables except r and ζijN , setting

z = cos 2φ

=
2(ζijN )2

r2
− 1

 . (2.32)

The relation of the radial coordinate r ∈ [0,∞] and the angular coordinate z ∈ [−1, 1] of

the few-body Integrodifferential equation is given by equations (2.15) and (2.16) [12, 19].

As a further simplification [12],

Gρ(z, r) = r(D−1)/2F ρ
(
ζijN , r

)
= r(D−1)/2G (rij , r)

 , (2.33)

11



Few-body Integrodifferential equation approach

where D = 3N and N = A − 1. As a consequence, the Faddeev two-body amplitudes

G(r, z) are the solution of the S-projected two-variable few-body Integrodifferential equa-

tion for identical particles given by [12, 16, 17, 19]{−~2
m

[
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r2

(
4Tz −

2Lm(Lm + 1)

1− z − (3A− 4)(3A− 6)

4

)]
− E

}
Gρ(z, r)

= −V ρ (rz) Θρ(r, z),

(2.34)

where Lm = (D − 3)/2 and

Θρ(r, z) = G(ρ)(r, z) +

∫ +1

−1
f (ρ,ρ′)(z, z′)Gρ′(z′, r) dz′. (2.35)

The radial kinetic energy operator T̂r is given by [12, 16]

T̂r = − ∂2

∂r2
, (2.36)

for Lm = 0. The angular kinetic energy operator T̂z of the system is given by [12, 17]

T̂z =
1

W (z)

∂

∂z
(1− z2)W (z)

∂

∂z
. (2.37)

The projection of the amplitudes F (ζijN , r) onto ζijN give rise to the projection function

fρ,ρ
′
(z, z′), which for identical particles eg. nucleon-nucleon or alpha-alpha interactions is

given by [3, 12]

fρ,ρ
′
(z, z′) = W (z′)

∞∑
K=1

f 2
K − 1

hα,βK
Pα,β
K (z)Pα,β

K (z′), (2.38)

where the constant [1, 12]

f 2
K − 1 =

A− 2

Pα,β
K (1)

[
2Pα,β

K (−1/2) +
1

2
(A− 3)Pα,β

K (−1)

]
(2.39)

and Pα,β
K are the Jacobi polynomials and the normalization hα,βK of the projection function

is given by equation (2.23). Equation (2.34) can be modified by including the effects of

higher partial waves by adding the zeroth (K = 0) order hypercentral potential multipole

V ρ
0 (r) generated using the potential multipole equation (2.23) on both sides of equation

(2.31). The zeroth (K = 0) order hypercentral potential multipole is given by [24, 25]

V ρ
0 (r) =

1

h
(α,β)
0

∫ +1

−1
V (rz)W (z)dz. (2.40)
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This equation plays an important role in deriving the general few-body Integrodifferential

equation for non-identical particles which is in the form [12]

{
−~2
m

[
Ĥ +

∑
ρ′

vρ′V
ρ′

0 (r)

]
− E

}
Gρ(z, r) = −

[
V ρ

(
r

√
1 + z

2

)
− V ρ

0 (r)

]
Θρ(r, z),

(2.41)

where the kinetic energy operator when Lm = 0 is given by

Ĥ =
−~2
m

[
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r2

(
4Tz −

(3A− 4)(3A− 6)

4

)]
, (2.42)

vρ′ is the number of a given type ρ′ and

∑
ρ′

vρ′ =
1

2
A(A− 1) (2.43)

is the total number of pairs.

In this work, our solution is limited to identical particles, therefore superscripts on the

two-body amplitudes and potentials are omitted since they are redundant. To this end,

the few-body Integrodifferential equation (2.34) is cast into an eigenvalue problems in the

form [12, 16, 17, 19, 24, 25][
Ĥ + V (rz)

]
G(r, z) + V (rz)

∫ +1

−1
f(z, z′)G(r, z′) dz′ = EG(r, z). (2.44)

It is worth noting that in the Fadeev-like equations, a spurious component of the po-

tential which is not physical in nature is generated in the amplitudes F (rij , r) by the

hyperspherical harmonic

P0,0
2K(Ωij) (2.45)

present in the hyperspherical harmonics expansion of the potential V (rij) in equation

(2.22). Since ∑
i>j

P0,0
2K(Ωij) = 0, (2.46)

this component sum over all pairs in the Schrödinger equation. In order to eliminate the

contribution of this spurious component, we subtract the first (K = 1) order potential

13
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multipole

V1(r) =
1

h
(α,β)
1

∫ +1

−1
V (rz)Pα,β

1 (z)W (z)dz, (2.47)

where Pα,β
1 (z) is the Jacobi polynomial of degree 1. To this end, we replace V (rz) in

equation (2.44) by [24, 25]

V̄ (rz) = V (rz)− V1(r), (2.48)

where V̄ (rz) is the two-body nuclear potential with the spurious component of the po-

tential eliminated. Substituting equation (2.48) into equation (2.44), the few-body Inte-

grodifferential equation (2.44) is modified to [24, 25][
Ĥ + V̄ (rz)

]
G(r, z) + V̄ (rz)

∫ +1

−1
f(z, z′)G(r, z′) dz′ = ĒG(r, z), (2.49)

where Ē are energies of the system obtained with the spurious component of the potential

eliminated. The boundary conditions for bound-states solutions to satisfy two-body am-

plitudes G(r, z) are determined first by physical properties of the system using quantum

mechanics principles [14]. The type of interacting potentials are also essential in deter-

mining such boundary conditions. The asymptotic short and long-range radial forms of

the two-body amplitudes are given by [27]

G(r, z)
r→0−−→ r(3A−4)/2 (2.50)

and

G(r, z)
r→∞−−−→ e−

√
Enr (2.51)

respectively, where En is the energy of one of the states of the system. The asymptotic

forms translates into boundary conditions [28]

G(0, z) = G(∞, z) = 0, (2.52)

which are important for eliminating the singularity of the kinetic energy matrix of the

few-body Integrodifferential equation. The amplitudes are also expected to vanish at all

singularities of the kinetic energy operator. Because the angular component of the kinetic
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energy operator does not have singularities, therefore the boundary conditions

G(r,±1) 6= 0, (2.53)

are adopted. That is, if the potential does not have singularities in the z domain, G(r,±1)

are functions of r.

In the next chapter, we outline the principles of the Lagrange-mesh method and con-

struct a direct numerical solution to the few-body Integrodifferential equations (2.44) and

(2.49), using the Lagrange-mesh method through the expansion of the Faddeev two-body

amplitudes G(r, z) on the Lagrange basis functions [14].
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Chapter 3

Lagrange-mesh method

3.1 Principles of the Lagrange-mesh method

The Lagrange-mesh method is defined as a variational method that arises from the choice

of basis involving orthogonal polynomials and the associated Gauss quadrature. We begin

by defining a set of N Lagrange basis functions fi(x), valid over (a, b) which satisfy the

condition [14]

fi(xj) = λ
−1/2
i δij, (3.1)

where δij is the Kronecker delta with xi and λi as quadrature roots and weights respec-

tively. According to the definition of the Lagrange-mesh method, each of the functions

fi(x) vanish at all points except one. The Gauss quadrature approximation, which is a

numerical integral approximation in the domain (a,b) is given by [14, 15]

∫ b

a

g(x)dx ≈
N∑
i=1

λig(xi), (3.2)

where g(x) is a real function. Condition (3.1) of the Lagrange basis functions ensures that

the basis functions are exactly orthonomal with the Gauss quadrature [15]

∫ b

a

f ∗i (x)fj(x)dx =
N∑
k=1

λkfi(xk)fj(xk) = δij. (3.3)

Let us consider the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation

−d
2ψ(x)

dx2
+ V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x), (3.4)
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Lagrange-mesh method

where ψ(x) is the wave function, V (x) the potential energy and E the energy operator of

the system. In this case, the kinetic energy operator of the system is given by

T = −d
2ψ(x)

dx2
. (3.5)

The wave function ψ(x) in equation (3.4) is expanded on the Lagrange basis functions

fi(x) as [14]

ψ(x) =
N∑
j=1

Cjfj(x). (3.6)

The use of the property of Lagrange basis at points xi, generates the linear variational

coefficients Ci given by [14, 15, 29, 30]

Ci = λ
1/2
i ψ(xi). (3.7)

To solve one-dimensional Schrödinger equation, we multiply fi by equation (3.4) and then

integrate in the interval (0,∞] which can only be achieved with the help of the Lagrange-

mesh property in equation (3.3) to yield [14]

N∑
j=1

[Tij + Vij]Cj = ECi. (3.8)

When the Lagrange functions are generated from orthogonal polynomials, they create

diagonal matrix elements for local potentials using the Gauss quadrature given by

Vij ≈
∫ b

a

f ∗i (x)V (x)fj(x)dx =
N∑
k=1

λkfi(xk)V (xk)fj(xk) = V (xi)δij, (3.9)

for any potential function V (x). In this basis, the matrix elements of the kinetic energy

operator − d

dx2
, is evaluated as [14, 15]

Tij ≈
∫ b

a

λkfi(xk)f
′′
j (xk)dx = −λ1/2i f ′′j (xi), (3.10)
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where f ′′j (xi) is the second derivative of the Lagrange basis functions. Substituting equa-

tions (3.7) and (3.9) in equation (3.8) yield [14, 15, 27]

N∑
j=1

(Tij + V (xi)δij)λ
1/2
j ψ(xj) = Eλ

1/2
i ψ(xi). (3.11)

The Schrödinger equation presents a singularity at the origin of the coordinates of a

Coulomb potential therefore functions fi(x) are not directly used because they do not

behave appropriately around the origin. While the wave functions vanish around the

origin, the Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions fi(x) do not vanish. Therefore, a non-linear

scaling parameter h aimed at adjusting the mesh to finite domain of physical interest is

introduced and the new regularized Lagrange-Laguerre functions are now defined by [15]

fj(x) = h−1/2fj(x/h). (3.12)

Equation (3.4) is cast into an eigenvalue problem for calculating the binding energies of

one-dimensional Schrödinger equation in the form [14, 15, 27]

N∑
j=1

[
−h−2λ1/2i f ′′j (xi) + V (hxi)δij

]
Cj = ECi (3.13)

In the next section, we discuss the Lagrange-Laguerre fi(r) and Lagrange-Jacobi gj(z) as

examples of Lagrange basis functions used to construct an eigenvalue problem.

3.2 Lagrange basis functions

The Lagrange-mesh method requires special basis of functions called the Lagrange basis

functions. These functions are infinitely differentiable and vanish at mesh points but one

which is associated with the mesh. That is to say, the Lagrange basis functions fi(r)

and gj(z) vanish at all points except ri and zj respectively. One of the most important

attributes of these functions is that they form an orthogonal set at the Gauss quadra-

ture points [14, 30]. When the Lagrange basis functions are used in quantum mechanical
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problems, they lead to simple algebraic expressions for the matrix elements of the Hamil-

tonian of the system [14]. A number of Lagrange basis functions exist [14]. In our study

we choose, we choose Lagrange basis functions related to eigenfunctions of the Laplacian.

These are the Lagrange-Laguerre and Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions. When the Hamil-

tonian of the system contains singularities, these Lagrange basis functions are regularized

[14, 15].

3.2.1 Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions

The Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions are important in representing the radial compo-

nent of the bound-state problem at a given mesh and are defined over an interval (0,∞).

As it can be observed from Fig. 3.1, the regularized Lagrange-Laguerre functions are dis-

played for α = 1/2 and Nr = 5 and they all vanish at r = 0 and their amplitudes increases

as the distance r increases, for the chosen parameters α, β and Nr [14]. The regularization

of the Lagrange-Laguerre functions by r is for practical application in bound state studies

of the Schrödinger equation and to avoid inaccurate results for matrix elements at 1/r

and 1/r2 [14]. The Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions are defined by [14]

fi(r) = (−1)i
[
rir

2wL(r)

hσNr

]1/2
LσNr

(r)

r − ri
, (3.14)

where wL(r) = rσe−r is the weight function of the Lagrange-Laguerre polynomials LσNr

of order Nr and σ = 3A− 5. The mesh points r
i

are the roots of the Lagrange-Laguerre

polynomials [14, 30]

LσNr
(ri) = 0, (3.15)

where i = 1, ..., Nr. The Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions are normalized by [14]

hσNr
=

Γ(Nr + α + 1)

Nr!
. (3.16)
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Figure 3.1: Regularized Lagrange-Laguerre functions with the number of radial points

Nr = 5.
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The radial kinetic energy operator is given by equation (2.36) and its matrix elements

using the Gaussian approximation is given by [14]

T rik = (−1)i−k
(ri + rk)√
rirk(ri − rk)2

; i 6= k

=
4− σ2

12r2i
+

2Nr + σ + 1

6ri
− 1

12
; i = k

 . (3.17)

The radial kinetic energy matrix elements T rik are also exact when treated with Gauss

quadrature as their corresponding Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions [30].

3.2.2 Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions

The Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions in this case are used to approximate the Faddeev

two-body amplitudes and used to construct the matrix element of the angular component

of kinetic energy of the few-body Integrodifferential equation. The Jacobi polynomials

Pα,β
Nz

(z) are defined over the interval (-1,1), that can be observed by concentration of the

mesh-points within this interval in Fig. 3.2. The Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions are

defined by [14, 32]

gj(z) = (−1)Nz−j

[
(1− z2)µwJ(z)

hα,βNz
(2Nz + γ)(1− z2j )µ−1

]1/2
Pα,β
Nz

(z)

z − zj
, (3.18)

where wJ(z) = (1− z)α(1 + z)β is the weight function of the Lagrange-Jacobi polynomials

Pα,β
Nz

of order Nz, the regularization parameter µ = −1/2 and parameter γ = α + β + 1.

The mesh points z
j

are the roots of the Lagrange-Jacobi polynomials [14, 32]

Pα,β
Nz

(zj) = 0, (3.19)

where j = 1, ..., Nz. The Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions are normalized by [14]

hα,βNz
=

2γ

2Nz + γ

Γ(Nz + α + 1)Γ(Nz + β + 1)

Nz!Γ(Nz + γ)
. (3.20)
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Figure 3.2: Regularized Lagrange-Jacobi functions with the number of radial points

Nz = 5.
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Similarly, to construct kinetic energy matrix elements of the angular component, the

angular kinetic energy operator (2.37) is applied on the Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions

(3.18) as

T zjl =

〈
gj(z)|(1− z2) d

2

dz2
− z d

dz
|gl(z)

〉
. (3.21)

The constructed angular kinetic energy matrix elements Tjl(z) are in the form [32]

T zjl = (−1)

(
1− z2j
1− z2l

)(µ−1)/2 [
u− νzi
zj − zj

− 2(1− z2j )
(zj − zl)2

]
; j 6= l

=
1− (2Nz + γ)2

12
+
ω0 + ω1zj + ω2z

2
j

6(1− z2j )
; j = l

 . (3.22)

The parameters are u, ν, ω0, ω1 and ω2 which are simple functions of β, α and µ are given by

u = β0 − α0

ν = α0 + β0 + 2µ

ω0 = α2 + β2 − 6µ+ 4

ω1 = α2 − β2 − 6u(µ− 1)

ω2 = 6(ν − µ)(µ− 1)


. (3.23)

The parameters of the Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions were set to (α, β) = (α0, β0) which

correspond to the eigenfunctions of the angular kinetic energy operator. Therefore

W (z) = wJ(z) = (1− z)α0(1 + z)β0 , (3.24)

which implies that α0 = (3A − 8)/2 and β0 = Lm + 1/2 = 1/2 when Lm = 0. Simi-

larly, the matrix elements T zjl are exact when treated with the Gauss quadrature as their

corresponding basis Lagrange-Jacobi basis functions [32].
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3.3 Construction of the matrix elements

To model the behaviour of various nuclei, one has to extract the unknown Faddeev two-

body amplitudes G(r, z) of the few-body Integrodifferential equation given in chapter 2 by

equations (2.44) and (2.49). Since the exact expression of the two-body wave function is

difficult to extract from the two-variable few-body Integrodifferential equation, we express

the Faddeev two-body amplitudes G(r, z) in terms of a linear combination of Lagrange

basis functions fi(r) and gj(z) as [14]

G(z, r) =
Nr∑
i

Nz∑
j

Cijfi(r)gj(z), (3.25)

where Cij are linear variational coefficients and fi(r) and gj(z) are the real Lagrange-

Laguerre 3.14 and Lagrange-Jacobi functions 3.18. The Lagrange functions are defined

on the mesh points ri ( where i = 1, 2, 3..., Nr) and zj ( where j = 1, 2, 3, ..., Nz) which are

the roots of the Lagrange-Laguerre and Lagrange-Jacobi respectively as mentioned in the

previous section. The linear variational coefficients Cij are expressed using the property

of the Lagrange basis at points ri and zj in the form

Cij =
√
λiλjG(ri, zj). (3.26)

To construct an eigenvalue problem of the few-body Integrodifferential equations (2.44 )

and (2.49), we multiply equations (2.44) and (2.49) by fk(r)gl(z) and then integrate over

the problem domain with the help of Lagrange-mesh property given by equation (3.3),

which describes the orthonomality of Lagrange functions with the Gauss quadrature to

get [14, 30] ∑
kl

[
H0
ij,kl + Vij,kl

]
Ckl = ECij, (3.27)

where H0
ij,kl and Vij,kl are the kinetic energy matrix elements and potential energy matrix

of the system respectively. The potential matrix elements are approximated using the
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Gauss quadrature. Using equation (3.25) and (3.26), the potential energy term

V (rz)

[
G(r, z) +

∫ +1

−1
fα,α

′
(z, z′)G(r, z′) dz′

]
(3.28)

in few-body Integrodifferential equations (2.44) and (2.49) is evaluated using the Lagrange-

mesh method to give [14]

V (ri, zl)
[
δjl +

√
λjλlf(zl, zj)

]
δik. (3.29)

The generated potential energy matrix elements of the system is given by

Vij,kl =
(
V (ri, zl)δjl +

√
λjλlV (ri, zl)f(zl, zj)

)
δik. (3.30)

Parameters λj and λl are given by

λj = wJj /w(zj) (3.31)

and

λl = wJl /w(zl), (3.32)

where wJj and wJl are Gauss quadrature weights and wJ(zj) and wJ(zl) are Lagrange-

Jacobi weight functions. The Lagrange-mesh kinetic energy matrix elements are evaluated

as [14, 32]

H0
ij,kl =

~2

m

[
T rikδjl −

1

r2i

(
4T zjl −

σ2 − 1

4
δjl

)
δik

]
. (3.33)

The matrix elements T rik and T zjl of the few-body Integrodifferential equations are those

given by (3.17) and (3.22) respectively [14, 32]. The substitution of equations (3.30) and

(3.33) in equation (3.27) yield

∑
kl

{
H0
ij,kl +

(
V (ri, zl)δjl +

√
λjλlV (ri, zl)f(zl, zj)

)
δik

}
Ckl = ECij. (3.34)

To avoid singularities of the few-body Integrodifferential equation at the origin, the

Lagrange-Laguerre basis functions are adapted by scaling factor h, to modify the few-

body Integrodifferential equation to the form [14, 15]∑
kl

[
1

h2
H0
ij,kl +

(
V (hri, zl)δjl +

√
λjλlV (hri, zl)f(zl, zj)

)
δik

]
Ckl = ECij. (3.35)
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Similarly, the modified few-body Integrodifferential equation (3.35) with the spurious po-

tential V1(r) eliminated is solved directly using the Lagrange-mesh and takes a form

∑
kl

[
1

h2
H0
ij,kl +

(
V̄ (hri, zl)δjl +

√
λjλlV̄ (hri, zl)f(zl, zj)

)
δik

]
Ckl = ĒCij. (3.36)

In the next chapter, we test the accuracy of the direct numerical solution to the few-body

Integrodifferential equation by calculating and discussing ground-state binding energies

for A-body systems interacting via selected two-body nuclear potentials.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Parameter space

The numerical integration of the few-body Integrodifferential equations (3.35) and (3.36)

involves many parameters such as µ, σ, h, r, Nr and Nz. In order to obtain accurate and

converged binding energies, these parameters must be optimized. To numerically solve

equations (3.35) and (3.36), we first truncated the hyperradius r by rmax and the angular

coordinate z by zmax = 1. Then the intervals [0, rmax] was discretized into Nr radial points

equally spaced by parameter h = rmax/Nr, while the interval [zmin, zmax] was discretized

into Nz points, also equally spaced. A Fortran code was developed to solve the matrix

eigenvalue problem.

4.2 Two-body nuclear potentials

In this work, semi-realistic two-body nuclear potentials, such as the alpha-alpha Ali-

Bodmer [33] and the nucleon-nucleon Volkov [34] as well as the MTV [35, 36], which are

commonly used in benchmark calculations, are also adopted as inputs in our numerical

calculations. This would enable us to compare our results with those in the literature

of competing methods. Although these potentials are central potentials, they provide

realistic description of nuclear systems. The treatment of spin dependent potentials in

the current approach is straight forward [6, 37]. The parameters of these potentials were

determined by fitting experimental scattering data.
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4.2.1 Alpha-alpha potential

When many-body systems like 12C and 16O exhibit alpha clustering, one can resort to

alpha-alpha potentials. To this end, we use the Ali-Bodmer which has a soft core and is

given by [33]

V (r) = v1e
−r2b21 − v2e−r

2b22 , (4.1)

where parameters v1, v2, b1, and b2 are listed in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Nucleon-nucleon potentials

Two different nucleon-nucleon potentials are used in this work, namely the Volkov poten-

tial and the MTV potential. The Volkov potential is given by [34]

V (r) = −v1e−r
2/b21 + v2e

r2/b22 , (4.2)

and on the other hand, the MTV potential is given by [35, 36]

V (r) = −v1
r
e−rb1 +

v2
r
e−rb2 . (4.3)

Equations (4.2) and (4.3) clearly indicate that the Volkov potential has a softer core as

compared to MTV potential since V (r)
r→0−−→ ∞. Parameters v1, v2, b1, and b2 for these

two-body nuclear potentials are also listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Parameters v1, v2, b1 and b2 for Volkov, Ali-Bodmer and MTV nuclear poten-

tials employed in this work.

Parameters

Potential v1 (MeV) v2 (MeV) b1 b2

Ali-Bodmer 500 130 0.7 fm−1 0.475 fm−1

Volkov 83.34 144.86 1.6 fm 0.82 fm

MTV 578.09 1458.05 1.55 fm−1 3.11 fm−1

Looking again at Fig. 4.1(a), it can be observed that the MTV potential has a slightly

longer tail than both Ali-Bodmer and Volkov potentials. On the other hand it can be

observed from the figure that the Ali-Bodmer is expected to give less binding energies

because of weak attraction as r becomes smaller. It is further noticed in Fig. 4.1(a) that

V (r) fall rapidly to zero beyond r = 15 fm for all potentials and systems considered.

Therefore, one would not expect any significant contribution of the ground-state binding

energy beyond this value. In chapter 2, we have discussed the removal of the spurious

component of the potential by subtracting the first order potential multipole V1(r). It

is important to analyze how this component depends on the number of particles A. To

this end, we plot in Fig. 4.1(b)-(d), the potential V1(r) as function of the hyperradius r

for A = 4, 5, 6, 7, and for all the three potentials. Looking at Fig. 4.1(b), it is seen that

V1(r) is exclusively repulsive. The potential is expected to generate the lowest binding

energies as compared to the other potentials. It can be noticed that the repulsiveness

increases with number of particles. As for Fig. 4.1(c), which corresponds to the V (r) for

the Volkov potential, we first notice that unlike in Fig. 4.1(a), V1(r) is fairly extended

beyond r = 15 fm and this extension increases with the number of particles A. This

shows that the numerical integration range will increase with A, as one would expect. In

Fig. 4.1(d), one draws similar conclusions as in Fig. 4.1(c).
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Figure 4.1: Plots for (a) two-body potentials for A = 4 as well as the corresponding

(b)-(d) first (K = 1) order potential multipole V1(r) for the three potentials as a function

of the hyperradius r for A = 4, 5, 6, 7.
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4.3 Results for the Ali-Bodmer potential

In this section, we present and discuss the ground-state binding energies E obtained for

A alpha cluster systems, using the soft core Ali-Bodmer potential as input. We calcu-

late ground-state energies for 4α, 5α, 6α and 7α systems with increasing number of radial

points Nr. To obtain converged binding energies, the few-body Integrodifferential equa-

tion (3.35) was integrated to rmax = 30 fm, we used Nz = 5 for four-α system, Nz = 6 for

five-α system and Nr = 8 for both six- and seven-α systems. For alpha cluster systems,

the constant ~2/m = 10.367 MeV.fm−2. The obtained results are given in Table 4.2,

where the convergence is checked against Nr for four-, five-, six- and seven-α systems.

As it can be seen from Table 4.2, the ground-state binding energies for all four systems

considered indicates that excellent convergence is indeed achieved as Nr increases. It

can be further noticed that the smaller A is, the faster the convergence. Our ground-

state binding energies converge with increasing number of radial points to -11.289064,

-17.635918, -20.284793 and -29.857322 MeV for four-, five-, six- and seven-α systems in

the order mentioned. These results are in excellent agreement with those reported in lit-

erature. In particular with those obtained with the Stochastic variational method, where

the differences (in percentage) with our results are 1.7%, 8% and 0.7% for four-, five- and

six-α systems in the order mentioned [38].

To further highlight the convergence in Table 4.2, we plot in Fig. 4.2(a)-(d), the ground-

state binding energies as a function of the radial basis size Nr. As it can be observed from

this figure, as already noticed in Table 4.2, the ground-state binding energies converge

rapidly at Nr = 40 for four- and five-α systems and Nr = 50 for six- and seven-α systems.
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Table 4.2: Convergence of energies E in MeV for alpha cluster systems with the Ali-

Bodmer potential as a function of number of radial points Nr when rmax = 30 fm.

E (MeV)

Nr A=4 A=5 A=6 A=7

10 -12.803958 -18.342474 -21.408161 -30.993612

20 -11.263968 -17.671214 -20.048973 -30.331416

30 -11.289057 -17.636153 -20.279985 -29.888380

40 -11.289064 -17.635918 -20.284778 -29.857493

50 -11.289064 -17.635918 -20.284793 -29.857321

60 -11.289064 -17.635918 -20.284793 -29.857322

70 -11.289064 -17.635918 -20.284793 -29.857322

Others

-11.07[38] -16.22[38] -20.13[38] -

-11.1[11] - - -
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Figure 4.2: Plots of binding energies in MeV as a function of number of radial points

Nr for alpha cluster systems interacting via the Ali-Bodmer potential.
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The conclusion here, is that the Lagrange-mesh ground-state binding energies calculated

are in perfect agreement with the Stochastic variational method for A = 4, 5, 6 with the

Ali-Bodmer potential.
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4.4 Results for the Volkov potential

The results in section 4.3, for alpha cluster systems have revealed a rather encouraging

agreement with the consulted literature. To further test our approach, we now consider

the case of A-body systems interacting via the nucleon-nucleon Volkov potential. As

previously, we calculate the ground-state binding energies E. Only the convergence of

the binding energies as function of the parameter Nr is shown in Table 4.3 and Fig.

4.3(a)-(d), where rmax = 30 fm and Nz = 6. For nucleon-nucleon systems, the constant

~2/m = 41.467 MeV.fm−2. Again the same number of masses are considered, namely

A = 4, 5, 6, 7.

Looking at Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.3(a)-(d), one notices a rapid convergence for all four sys-

tems considered. A good convergence is already obtained when the number of radial points

Nr = 30 for all systems. The calculated ground-state energies converge to -29.515835,

-66.397947, -119.888548, -190.291015 MeV for four-, five-, six- and seven-body systems in

the order given.

Our energies once again are in perfect agreement with those obtained using the Hyper-

spherical harmonics expansion [10] and Perturbation [1] methods, where the differences

(in percentage) with our results are 2.4%, 2.8%, 2.4% and 5% for four-, five-, six- and

seven-body systems respectively [10, 1]. Our results are also compared to the ones ob-

tained using the Stochastic variational method [38].
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Table 4.3: Convergence of energies E in MeV for A-body nucleon-nucleon systems with

the Volkov potential as a function of number of radial points Nr when rmax = 30 fm.

E (MeV)

Nr A=4 A=5 A=6 A=7

10 -30.089133 -68.955840 -120.928968 -192.292780

20 -29.515797 -66.398077 -119.886847 -190.304828

30 -29.515835 -66.397947 -119.888548 -190.291015

40 -29.515835 -66.397947 -119.888548 -190.291015

50 -29.515835 -66.397947 -119.888548 -190.291015

60 -29.515835 -66.397947 -119.888548 -190.291015

70 -29.515835 -66.397947 -119.888548 -190.291015

Others

-30.25[10] -68.28[10] -122.78[10] -200.1364[1]

-30.42[38] -43.00[38] -66.25[38] -98.75[38]

-30.27[11] - - -
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Figure 4.3: Plots of binding energies in MeV as a function of number of radial points

Nr for A-body systems interacting via the Volkov potential.
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It follows that the direct integration of the few-body Integrodifferential equation using

Lagrange-mesh with the Volkov potential is in perfect agreement with other approxima-

tive methods, such as Hyperspherical harmonics expansion, Perturbation and Stochastic

variational methods. In addition, the convergence here is faster than in the Ali-Bodmer

case.
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4.5 Results for the MTV

The results presented so far concern soft core potentials, it is important to also check the

stability of our approach on a hard core potential. To this end, we consider in this section

the MTV potential. The methodology remains similar to the two previous cases. That

is, we considered the same systems and the convergence is carefully checked against the

different integration parameters. A good convergence was guaranteed with rmax = 30 fm,

as previously with NZ = 9. The results are summarized in Table 4.4(a)-(d).

Again convergence of the binding energies E as function of the number of radial points

Nr is shown in the table. A careful look at this table shows that a good convergence

is already reached at Nr = 30, for all four systems considered. Comparing with those

available in literature, it is noticed that for the four-body system, our results are in good

agreement. However, as A increases, we observe that our results disagree with literature

results. Among others, one can argue that this is due to hard core nature of the MTV

potential, particles cannot be too close to each other, thereby making the approximation

of the integral inaccurate for higher partial waves as the number of particles increases

[25].

As a result the ground-state binding energies for five-, six- and seven-body systems were

poorly calculated and converged to large values resulting in large percentage differences

as compared to those reported in [2, 19, 38] for six-body systems. The difference (in

percentage) of our results to those in [17, 2] are 2.8% and 16% for four- and six-body

systems in the order given. We further highlight the convergence of our results in Table

4.4 by plotting in Fig. 4.4(a)-(d), the ground-state binding energies as a function of the

radial basis sizeNr for four-, five-, six, and seven-body systems. As it can be observed from

this figure, as already observed in Table 4.4, the ground-state binding energies converge

rapidly to an exact value at Nr = 40 for four-body system and incorrect values for five-,

six- and seven-body systems.
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Table 4.4: Convergence of energies E in MeV for A-body nucleon-nucleon systems with

the MTV potential as a function of number of radial points Nr when rmax = 30 fm.

E (MeV)

Nr A=4 A=5 A=6 A=7

10 -31.822202 -73.032303 -136.745756 -231.857953

20 -31.522643 -74.434845 -140.524333 -228.474694

30 -31.522606 -73.434726 -138.523922 -228.487413

40 -31.522606 -73.434726 -138.523922 -228.487413

50 -31.522606 -73.434726 -138.523922 -228.487413

60 -31.522606 -73.434726 -138.523922 -228.487413

70 -31.522606 -73.434726 -138.523922 -228.487413

Others

-31.36[38] -43. 48[38] -66.30[38] -83.4[38]

-30.63[17] - -116.41[2] -

-29.82[19] - -116.84[19] -
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Figure 4.4: Plots of binding energies in MeV as a function of number of radial points

Nr for A-body systems interacting via the MTV potential.
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To further check the stability of our results, we also investigate the effect of spurious com-

ponent of the potential on our results by calculating the ground-state binding energies Ē

obtained with the spurious potential V1(r) removed in the next section. The calculations

of ground-state binding energies Ē are obtained with increasing radial coordinate r. As it

was observed, our results for nucleon-nucleon systems interacting via the MTV potential

converged to values which are higher than those reported in literature with large percent-

age errors for five-, six- and seven-body systems. As a result, the effect of the spurious

potential V1(r) was not investigated for this potential.
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4.6 Effect of spurious component of the potential

The results so far discussed contain the contribution of spurious component V1(r) of the

potential associated with Faddeev-type equations. It is not clear how significantly the

spurious potential affects our calculated ground-state binding energies E. To this end, we

investigate this effect by eliminating the spurious component by numerically solving the

few-body Integrodifferential equation (3.36) which is obtained after replacing the V (r)

potential by V̄ (r) as explicitly explained in chapter 2 and 3. We have verified that the

integration parameters used in section 4.3 and 4.4 are still applicable for results obtained

in this case.

However, before considering the details, let us first look at the potential V̄ (r) as plotted

in Fig.4.5. Looking at this figure, one notices that the soft core observed in Fig. 4.1 (a)

and (b) has been eliminated. To check how this affects the results so far obtained, we

present the ground-state binding energies Ē in Table 4.5 for alpha cluster A = 4, 5, 6, 7

systems interacting via the Ali-Bodmer and Table 4.6 for the Volkov potential.

The obtained results are further highlighted in Fig. 4.6 for alpha-alpha potential and in

Fig. 4.6 for the Volkov potential. However, for completeness, the convergence is checked

against the radial coordinate r. It is observed in these tables and figures, that a satisfac-

tory convergence is obtained with r = 30 fm, especially for alpha-alpha potential. This

amounts to saying that the spurious component of the potential has an insignificant effect

on convergence and accuracy of the ground-state energies E.
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Figure 4.5: Plots of V̄ (r) as a function of the hyperradius r for alpha-alpha particles

interacting via the Ali-Bodmer potential for A = 4, 5, 6, 7.
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Table 4.5: Variation of ground-state energies Ē in MeV as a function of the hyperradius

r in fm for A-body alpha cluster systems interacting via the Ali-Bodmer potential.

Ē (MeV)

r (fm) A=4 A=5 A=6 A=7

10 -5.287209 -7.911272 -7.331287 -4.189787

15 -11.176791 -14.013541 -12.545276 -14.084618

20 -11.289413 -17.635856 -18.589655 -25.568109

25 -11.289736 -17.637305 -20.285015 -29.857541

30 -11.289628 -17.638460 -20.286109 -29.859173

35 -11.289092 -17.638573 -20.287599 -29.861760

40 -11.288369 -17.637370 -20.288742 -29.864225

45 -11.287609 -17.635336 -20.288810 -29.865127

50 -11.286825 -17.633018 -20.287659 -29.863856
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Table 4.6: Variation of ground-state energies Ē in MeV as a function of the hyperradius

r in fm for A-body nucleon-nucleon systems interacting via the Volkov potential.

Ē (MeV)

r(fm) A=4 A=5 A=6 A=7

5 -21.143435 -55.812475 -104.209978 -165.388565

10 -29.509552 -66.422591 -119.931003 -190.341746

15 -29.542475 -66.489720 -120.050257 -190.504862

20 -29.575618 -66.600379 -120.241006 -190.755612

25 -29.629009 -66.778155 -120.543407 -191.143513

30 -29.707616 -67.041085 -120.992410 -191.720462

35 -29.815274 -67.401871 -121.610302 -192.517342

40 -29.9550418 -67.870343 -122.413323 -193.554477

45 -30.129296 -68.454025 -123.413863 -194.847190

50 -30.339685 -69.157787 -124.619827 -196.405545
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Figure 4.6: Plots of ground-state energies in MeV as a function r for A-body alpha-alpha

systems interacting via the Ali-Bodmer potential.
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A-body nucleon-nucleon systems interacting via the Volkov potential.
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To better describe the effect of the spurious component, we present in Table 4.8 and Table

4.7, the differences ∆E between the binding energies obtained when this component is

included and omitted in our calculations for the Ali-Bodmer and Volkov potentials. We

only consider results for r = 30 fm, which is the value used to calculate the binding

energies when the spurious component is included. As we can see from the tables, the

effect of the spurious component is indeed small, especially for lighter systems. On the

other hand, it is more important in alpha-alpha systems than in nucleon-nucleon systems.

Table 4.7: ∆E in MeV for alpha cluster systems interacting via the Ali-Bodmer potential

when the number of radial points Nr = 70 and the hyperradius r = 30 fm.

Number of particles (A)

4 5 6 7

∆E (MeV) 0.000564 0.002542 0.001316 0.001851

Table 4.8: ∆E in MeV for A-body nucleon-nucleon systems interacting via the Volkov

potential when the number of radial points Nr = 70 and the hyperradius r = 30 fm.

Number of particles (A)

4 5 6 7

∆E (MeV) 0.191781 0.643138 1.103862 3.730855
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

In this work, we have directly solved the few-body Integrodifferential equation using the

Lagrange-mesh method. We first presented the mathematical derivation of the few-body

Integrodifferential equation, starting from the expansion of the many-body wave function

on the two-body Faddeev-type amplitudes. These amplitudes were in turn expanded on

the Lagrange basis functions in order to obtain an eigenvalue problem, which was further

solved numerically. To test the accuracy and stability of our method, we calculated the

ground-state binding energies of A-body systems, where A = 4, 5, 6, 7 were calculated.

The convergence of the results was checked against the numerical integration parameter

Nr, while the other parameters were kept constant, subject to convergence requirements.

A rapid convergence of the results is obtained for Nr = 30 with nucleon-nucleon potentials

and Nr = 40 with the alpha-alpha Ali-Bodmer potential for all systems considered. The

binding energies thus calculated were found to be in good agreement with those available

in the literature, using different methods, especially for Volkov and Ali-Bodmer potentials.

This indicates that, this method is as accurate as other competing methods with an added

advantage of simplicity

In particular, with the Volkov potential, our results are in agreement with those available

in the literature, with a general discrepancy of about 5% for A = 4, 5, 6, 7. On the

other hand, the energies obtained with the alpha cluster Ali-Bodmer potential are in

good agreement with those reported in the literature, with a general discrepancy of about

8% for A = 4, 5, 6. However, for the MTV potential, which exhibits a hard core and

singularities at the boundary conditions, a considerable disagreement between our results
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and those reported in the literature, was noticed for A>4. We also investigated the

effect of the spurious component of the potential. To this end, we calculated the ground-

state energies with the spurious component of the potential removed. Comparing the

results obtained in the presence and absence of the spurious component, it is shown that

the difference between the two binding energy is generally insignificant for the different

systems considered. It would be interesting to investigate this effect for A > 7. The

results obtained in this work, indicate that the Lagrange-mesh method is a promising

tool for a direct solution to the few-body Integrodifferential equation.
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